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"Pipsi" A Bottle full of hope: Release on July 27, 2018 

-Producer Vidhi Kasliwal to release this movie 

A sneak peek into a tale filled with innocent childhood, positivity & hope. P ipsi is a 
Marathi Film with English subtitles scheduled to release on 27th July 2018. The movie 
is set in drought-stricken Maharashtra featuring Sahil Joshi and Maithili Patwardhan. 

Directed by Rohan Deshpande, written by Saurabh Bhave and produced by Vidhi 
Kasliwal, the Marathi-language Pipsi deals with grave matters related to life and death, 
myth and reality and fact and fiction and leaves it to two incredibly determined eight
year-olds to make sense of them. The two children performed brilliantly to give the 
movie their all . Pipsi has been screened at the Mumbai Film Festival (MAM1) October 
12-18 in the children's cinema section Half Ticket. 

The movie is an impactful story about two 8 year olds- Chaani and Balu who live in a 
drought-stricken village in Maharashtra. The two of them find enough joy in their 
simple lives. Eventually, the difficulties they face in their everyday life bring in them 
the sense of life, death and disease as they try to save their precious fish 'Pipsi' (the 
name of a local cola drink) believing its fate to be tied to Chaani's ailing mother. Just 
as the Pi psi drink stands for hopes and aspirations of the villagers, so is Pi psi the fish 
for Chaani. In the backdrop of one of India's biggest environmental hazards, the 
challenges, hardships and yet, the child-like innocence the two kids exuberate will 
resonate with the viewer. 

A Landmarc Films Production & Presentation Pipsi is out with its trailer and will be 
releasing on 2?1h July 2018. 'Pipsi' comes from a bittersweet place, but brings with it a 
bottle full of hope! 

"LANDMARC FILMS" a division of Landmarc Leisure Corporation Limited, is a 
multidisciplinary production house setup involved in development, production, 
marketing & distribution of all kinds of content and promote all kinds of cinema, 
filmmaking and creativity. 

Registered Office: 303, Raaj Chamber, 115 R.K. Paramhans Marg (Old Nagwdas Road). 
Near Andheri Station Subway, Andheri - East, Mumbai - 400069. 

Tel. No.: 022-61669190/91 /92. Fax No.: 022 61669193. Email: grievances@llcl.co.in. Website: www.llcl.co.in 
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